A JOURNEY WITH
YOUR HEART
WITH DEBBIE ROSSI

COURSE OVERVIEW
Come on a journey with your HEART in love, courage and
stillness. I invite you to lean into your heart-space with a
combination of breathwork, heart-centred practices and
mindfulness. Where each breath becomes an invitation
to dwell within your inner knowing / inner truth. As your
own wisest teacher.
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WHY THIS COURSE?

For You
Lean into your heart-space with
love, compassion and courage.
The opportunity to take on
complete self-responsibility for
yourself, by listening to your own
inner knowing / intuition.
Strengthen your Nervous System
to let go of stress, anxiety and
overwhelm through specific
breathing and heart connection
techniques.
Experience a deeper
subconscious connection to
create a space that allows you to
return to your own love and
highest good within
All created in a safe, inclusive and
supportive space for you to arrive
as yoourself away from any
expectations or anxieties
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COURSE CONTENT
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COURSE CONTENT

Breathwork Video -

Breathwork Video -

Sama Vrtti

Viloma 1
In this video we explore the

In this video we explore the
breathing technique called Sama
Vrtti (equal part breath). Please
remember here to be guided by
your own body and to explore an
easeful count for your breath. All
props are welcome here to help
you feel more comfortable.

breathing technique called
Viloma 1, basic & complex. This is
the interrupted breath. A training
breath for the Full Yogic Breath.
Here we explore the exhalation,
which is generally related to
cooling, so this practice is
cooling. Please remember here
to be guided by your own body
and to explore an easeful count
for your breath.
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your own body and to explore an
easeful count for your breath.
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JOURNALING PROMPTS

Day 1 - Journey with
your HEART
What colour is your heart-

Day 2 - Journey with
your HEART

light?
How does it feel?

What does courage mean

What situation in your life

to you?

do you see now through

Where in your life can you

your heart-eyes?

lean into courage?

How does this change?

How can Durga lead you?

What is the final wisdom
that your heart shares with
you?

Day 3 - Journey with

Day 4 - Journey with
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your HEART

What does slowing down

What was your I AM

mean to you?

statement?

Where in your life do you

Why this I AM today?

need to slow down?

How does it feel to be in

How does it feel to slow

love and courage?

down?

What is the wisdom of
your heart here?
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IMPORTANT POINTS

Please remember to always
follow your own wisest teacher
on this experience. If something
is not comfortable or activating
you, please find your comfort and
go gently on yourself.
There is no right or wrong
experience here, just meet
yourself within each experience
with fresh eyes.
If your mind drifts away during
the meditation, just simply notice
and choose to come back. This is
not a failure of the meditation, it
is simply your mind drifting. Just
come back.
If any of the breathing
techniques are uncomfortable,
please return to your own natural
breath. These techniques are just
invitations for you to possibly
explore.
Do not worry if you are distracted
during a meditation, just simply
make the choice to come back to
the meditation.
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REVIEWS
Here are a few past reviews of Debbie
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GET IN CONTACT
Get in contact with Debbie
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